
    
  
   
 

 

      
  

 

        
 
 

   

 

                 

              
                  
      

 

            

                   
                      

                 
                 

                
              

 

 

         

         
 

 

  
  

 

           
 

           

                
       

      

 
 

Module 0: Introduction to Noticing Student Thinking in a Technology-mediated Environment 
INSTRUCTOR MATERIAL 

Introducing Noticing Student Thinking in a Technology-Mediated Environment 

Total time: 30 minutes 

Rationale for Module: Module 0 is focused on introducing the pedagogical skills that ground the design of the PTMT-ESP materials. Throughout 

the modules teachers engage with student practices through noticing students’ mathematical thinking and orchestrating productive discussions. 
This module exposes PMSTs to these skills with a familiar mathematics topic. Thus, unlike the following modules, for module 0, the focus is on the 
pedagogical skills and not on the mathematics content. 

Overview of the Module: This is an introductory module to familiarize teachers with professional noticing of students’ mathematical thinking 
(Jacobs et al., 2010) and consider what it looks like to notice students’ thinking in a technology-mediated environment. For homework, teachers 
engage with a noticing experience by watching a video of a pair of high school students who use Desmos sliders to explore the effect of the 
parameter, h, from the vertex form of a quadratic function. This first experience attending to and interpreting students’ mathematical thinking 
foregrounds an in-class, formal introduction to professional noticing, the need to coordinate students’ expressed thinking (written and verbal 
utterances) and their engagement with a technology tool, and connections between professional noticing and the 5 practices for productive 
discussions (Smith & Stein, 1998). Unlike the following modules, this module has slides to guide the classroom discussion. 

Module Goals: 

• Introduce teachers to professional noticing in a technology-mediated environment 

• Connect noticing to the 5 practices for productive discussions 

Table 1: Timeline of Tasks in the Module 

Timeline of 
tasks in the 

Day 0 Homework 0.1 Noticing Student Thinking: Quadratic Functions - Making Sense of “h” 

Module Day 1 30 Minutes 0.2 Introduction to Professional Noticing in a Technology Mediated Environment 

Day 1 Homework Read: Dick, L. K., McCulloch, A. W., & Lovett, J. N. (2021). When students use 
technology tools, what are you noticing? Mathematics Teacher: Learning and 
Teaching PK-12, 114(4), 272 – 283. 

Preparing to Teach Mathematics with Technology: Examining Students' Practices in Algebra and Function (2021). Module 0 At a Glance. In Module 0: Introduction 
to Noticing Student Thinking in a Technology-mediated Environment. Available at http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt. 

https://place.fi.ncsu.edu/course/view.php?id=28
https://place.fi.ncsu.edu/course/view.php?id=28


    
  
   
 

 

      
  

 

 

                   

                        
            

                  
         

 

  

                    
        

                     
   

  

Module 0: Introduction to Noticing Student Thinking in a Technology-mediated Environment 
INSTRUCTOR MATERIAL 

MTE preparation for Module 0: 

• Engage with the Desmos Activity and review the 0.1 Noticing Student Thinking: Quadratic Functions - Making Sense of “h” task 
• If you need a refresher on the 5 Practices for Orchestrating Productive Discussions read Smith, M. S., Hughes, E. K., Engle, R. A., & Stein, 

M. K. (2009). Orchestrating discussions. Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School, 14(9), 548-556. 

• Read Dick, L.K., McCulloch, A.W., & Lovett, J.N. (2021). When students use technology tools, what are you noticing? Mathematics Teacher: 
Learning and Teaching PK-12, 114(4), 272 – 283. 

Suggested Readings for Teachers: 

• Dick, L. K., McCulloch, A. W., & Lovett, J. N. (2021). When students use technology tools, what are you noticing? Mathematics Teacher: 
Learning and Teaching PK-12, 114(4), 272 – 283. 

• Smith, M. S., Hughes, E. K., Engle, R. A., & Stein, M. K. (2009). Orchestrating discussions. Mathematics Teaching in the Middle 
School, 14(9), 548-556. 

Preparing to Teach Mathematics with Technology: Examining Students' Practices in Algebra and Function (2021). Module 0 At a Glance. In Module 0: Introduction 
to Noticing Student Thinking in a Technology-mediated Environment. Available at http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt. 

https://place.fi.ncsu.edu/course/view.php?id=28
https://place.fi.ncsu.edu/course/view.php?id=28
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/5c42038631c1a50cbebbcc63
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule0/0.1%20Noticing%20Student%20Thinking_%20Quadratic%20Functions%20-%20Making%20Sense%20of%20h.pdf


    
  
   
 

 

      
  

 

 
 

 

       

 
 
 

      
      

 

    

  
 

     
       
      

 

        
        
            

        
 

            
    

 
      

   
 

 

      
 

    
      

     
      
    

  
 

     
    

      
 

            
         

      
 

 
            

        
 

            
   

 
        

Module 0: Introduction to Noticing Student Thinking in a Technology-mediated Environment 
INSTRUCTOR MATERIAL 

Detailed Agenda for Module 3 

Table 2: Agenda 

Description of Module Tasks Facilitation Notes 

D
a
y
 0

 /
 H

o
m

e
w

o
rk

0.1 Noticing Student Thinking: Quadratic 
Functions - Making Sense of “h” 

Teacher devices 

Desmos Activity 

Teachers are briefly introduced to the importance 
of noticing student thinking and then they engage 
in a noticing task without guidance. 

Teachers explore the Desmos Activity and complete the 0.1 Noticing 
Student Thinking: Quadratic Functions - Making Sense of “h” task. The 
purpose of this task is to establish a need for teachers to learn the skill of 
professional noticing within the framework that guides our work. 

Note: You will formalize the concept of Noticing Student thinking in the 
whole class discussion that follows this task. 

D
a
y
 1 0.2 Introduction to Professional Noticing in a 

Technology Mediated Environment (30 
minutes) 

Introduction to Noticing Google Slides 

Teachers are explicitly introduced to a framework 
for professional noticing of students’ mathematical 
thinking in a technology mediated environment 
and consider how the framework is situated within 
the 5 Practices for Productive Mathematics 
Discussions. 

As part of the introduction, teachers compare 
carefully chosen noticing exemplars from the 
Quadratic Functions - Making Sense of “h” task. 

Start the discussion by noting one of the most important things you do as a 
teacher is notice and build on students’ mathematical thinking during 
instruction. Noticing student thinking is more complex when technology is 
involved. 

Next, we recommend creating a list of what teachers ‘noticed’ in their 
responses to #1 and #2 on task 0.1 (above). 

Then, use the Google Slides for introduction to framework to guide the rest 
of the discussion. 

See the full Facilitation Notes which includes additional commentary 

Preparing to Teach Mathematics with Technology: Examining Students' Practices in Algebra and Function (2021). Module 0 At a Glance. In Module 0: Introduction 
to Noticing Student Thinking in a Technology-mediated Environment. Available at http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt. 

https://place.fi.ncsu.edu/course/view.php?id=28
https://place.fi.ncsu.edu/course/view.php?id=28
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/5b7598c9427f050af07d2d5f
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/5b7598c9427f050af07d2d5f
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule0/0.1%20Noticing%20Student%20Thinking_%20Quadratic%20Functions%20-%20Making%20Sense%20of%20h.pdf
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule0/0.1%20Noticing%20Student%20Thinking_%20Quadratic%20Functions%20-%20Making%20Sense%20of%20h.pdf
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule0/0.1%20Facilitation%20Notes.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1080Z1nbZa2hPG_s8Ggn5cjULW3t_XhGapAE-gXyoWwY/copy?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1080Z1nbZa2hPG_s8Ggn5cjULW3t_XhGapAE-gXyoWwY/copy?usp=sharing


    
  
   
 

 

      
  

 

 
 

      
  

 

    

   
 

        
       

     
    

     
 

         
         

     

 

Module 0: Introduction to Noticing Student Thinking in a Technology-mediated Environment 
INSTRUCTOR MATERIAL 

0.2 Introduction to Professional Noticing in a See the full Facilitation Notes which includes the additional commentary. 

e
rk

w
o Technology Mediated Environment Reference to this homework assignment is at the very end of the facilitation 

m

guide and includes the video links. 

H
o Teacher devices 

D
a
y
 1

 Article Link 

Teachers will read Dick, L. K., McCulloch, A. W., 
& Lovett, J. N. (2021). When students use 
technology tools, what are you noticing? 
Mathematics Teacher: Learning and Teaching 
PK-12, 114(4), 272 – 283. 

Preparing to Teach Mathematics with Technology: Examining Students' Practices in Algebra and Function (2021). Module 0 At a Glance. In Module 0: Introduction 
to Noticing Student Thinking in a Technology-mediated Environment. Available at http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt. 

https://place.fi.ncsu.edu/course/view.php?id=28
https://place.fi.ncsu.edu/course/view.php?id=28
https://pubs.nctm.org/view/journals/mtlt/114/4/article-p272.xml?tab_body=fullHtml
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule0/0.1%20Facilitation%20Notes.pdf
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